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1-1

Introduction

The Washington Park reservoir site is situated in a largely disturbed landscape dating back to
the extensive forest clearing in the mid-1800s and excavation work done during reservoir
construction in 1894. The southern and western slopes at the edges of the site have second
growth forest located within environmental zones. Special care has been taken in developing
project designs to limit impacts within environmental zone areas and on surrounding forest and
semi-natural areas of Washington Park. As described in this appendix, the Design Proposal
avoids the sensitive forest and environmental areas by concentrating construction within the
site’s existing disturbed areas.
This appendix addresses the project impact evaluation, and is organized in three sections:
1. Environmental Resources. Identification of the resources and functional values found
on the site;
2. Alternatives Analysis. Evaluation of alternative locations, design modifications, or
alternative methods of development; and
3. Preferred Alternative. Determination of the alternative that best meets the applicable
approval criteria and identification of unavoidable impacts.

1-2

Environmental Resources

The project site is located within the Southwest Hills Resource Protection Plan (SHRPP) area,
specifically Resource Site #112, Canyon Road East. Site 112 covers 418 acres of the canyon
along Highway 26 and extends north to the project site. The following types of resources and
functions are listed for Site 112: open space, cultural, scenic, historic, recreation, wildlife
habitat, seasonal creeks, groundwater recharge and forest.
The Environmental Conservation (EC) zone generally applies to upland forest and disturbed
grassland areas along the south, southeast and west sides of the reservoir site. The
Environmental Protection (EP) zone applies to a seasonal creek located southwest of the
project site. The environmental zones at the project site contain many of these resources. As
described below, open space, scenic, recreation, wildlife habitat, groundwater recharge and
forest are all present to some degree. A seasonal creek is located outside the project site,
approximately 100 feet southwest of the Murray Street switchback. The SHRPP does not
identify any historic or cultural resources within the project site. 1 However, proposed
alterations within the Washington Park Reservoirs Historic District will be addressed through a
concurrent Historic Resource review process, which also considers cultural resources.
1

The cultural and historic resources noted in the SHRPP refer to the “The Great Plank Road” in the Sunset Corridor
(Highway 26) canyon, which was a dirt (and planked) road along Tanner Creek that connected the rural Tualatin
Valley with the city dating back to 1851.
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Following is a review of SHRPP identified resources found within the environmental zones at
the site.

Figure 1. Environmental Zones

Open Space, Scenic and Recreational Resources
The Washington Park Reservoir project site is nestled in a ravine at the northern end of
Washington Park, just south of the main park entrance at Park Place. As shown in Figure 1, the
environmental zones apply along the west, south and southeast edges of the site.
Open space and scenic resources within the environmental zones at the project site include
native forest cover and scenic views. As noted in the SHRPP, the forest enhances the natural
character of the park creating a natural setting for the scenic pathways and drives near the
reservoir site. The forest provides a visual backdrop for park visitors, framing views of the
reservoir site, the City and the Cascade mountains. In general, the forest understory and
clearings within the EC zone are dominated by invasive species such as English ivy and
Himalayan blackberry, which detract from the scenic and open space qualities and threaten the
health of forest vegetation.
The Scenic Resources Protection Plan (Scenic Plan) identifies several scenic sites in the north
end of Washington Park. Figure 2 shows the location of sites near the reservoirs:
•

Mt. Hood and City from the Rose Garden (scenic view)

•

Mt. Hood from the Rose Garden (scenic view)

•

Zoo Train Platform (scenic view)

•

Mountains and City from Lewis and Clark Monument (scenic view)

•

Washington Park and Hoyt Arboretum Loop (scenic corridor)
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The scenic views identified in the Scenic Plan are of downtown and distant mountains; these
views are generally from elevations higher than and do not include the reservoirs. However,
the Washington Park and Hoyt Arboretum Loop scenic corridor passes the northern end of the
reservoir site. This scenic corridor is reviewed in Section 2-3 of the application.

Figure 2. City designated Scenic Views and Corridors near Reservoir Site

Historically, pathways and drives within the reservoir site provided maintenance access of the
reservoirs along with recreational opportunities and allowed enjoyment of the setting’s scenic
views and open space. These drives included Murray Street, which traverses a slope within the
EC zone. However, public access to the reservoir site has been restricted since the 1970s,
significantly limiting the site’s current recreational values.
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Wildlife Habitat and Forest
There are three main habitat areas (environmental subareas) within environmental zones at the
project site:
West Slope - along the western edge of the site below Sherwood Blvd.
South Slope - along the southern edge of the site
East Knoll - in the southeast corner of the site adjacent to Jefferson Street
These subareas are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Environmental Subareas

West Slope. The West Slope is in an EC zone and has two distinct areas (see Figure 4). A
moderately dense, second growth conifer forest covers most of the slope west of Murray Street
and connects to Washington Park forest habitat to the south and across Sherwood Boulevard to
the west. The forest understory lacks native shrub cover and is dominated by invasive English
ivy. This area has low to medium habitat values. Due to the condition of the understory plant
community, forage and cover habitat is limited. Habitat features such as standing snags and
downed woody debris are lacking throughout this area.
By contrast, the lower slope area (east of Murray Street) is characterized by a previouslydisturbed, managed landscape dominated by non-native grasses and forbs. Murray Street (a
paved access drive) crisscrosses this area, climbing from Pump Station 1 south and then north
to the west end of Dam 3, eventually connecting to Sherwood Boulevard. Habitat values in this
previously disturbed area are low. Tree cover in the 0.2-acre area west of the pump station
provides greater cover habitat, but the area is degraded by a monoculture of English ivy and
fragmented by surrounding structures and roads.
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Upland forest

Previously disturbed land

Figure 4. West Slope Subarea

South Slope. The area along the south border of the site is a mixed Douglas fir/big-leaf maple
forest that is contiguous with forested open space to the south as shown in Figure 5. This area
is not as fragmented as other environmental zone areas at the site. The native understory
shrub cover is more extensive than other areas and provides a moderate multi-storied structure
and higher shrub diversity, with increased habitat values. Nevertheless, non-native/invasive
species are common throughout the understory. Overall, habitat values are medium in the
south slope area. Between the existing Reservoir 4 walkway and the forest edge to the south is
a disturbed slope dominated by weedy non-native grasses with low habitat value.

South Slope
Creek

Figure 5. South Slope Subarea
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At the west end of the South Slope area, a seasonal creek conveys storm water downslope from
SW Sherwood Road (off-site to the southwest). The creek enters a catch basin approximately
100 feet south of the Murray Street switchback. 2 This water is eventually discharged to the
Tanner storm water pipeline near SW Jefferson Road. The area between the creek and Murray
Street is disturbed land dominated by English ivy and other invasive, non-native plants. The
area lacks native tree and shrub cover and provides low habitat value.
East Knoll. An approximately one-half acre area in the southeast corner of the site between
SW Jefferson Street and the SW Jefferson Road is within an EC zone as shown in Figure 6. This
area has a mix of groundcover, shrubs, and young trees. The trees are located primarily in the
northern part of the area, on a knoll that rises as it nears Jefferson Street. Part of the East Knoll
area has been disturbed in the past, though some habitat elements are starting to return and
native species have been planted (i.e., red-osier dogwood (Cornus sericea), clustered rose (Rosa
pisocarpa) and tall Oregon-grape (Mahonia aquifolium)). Habitat values in this area are
generally low, though the mix of young native trees and shrubs does attract some bird use.

East Knoll

Figure 6. East Knoll Subarea

Groundwater Recharge
The SHRPP describes groundwater resources for the 7,000-acre study area as a whole, with
characteristics varying with local geologic formation (i.e., Portland Hills Silt, Boring Lava,
Troutdale Formation, and Columbia River Basalt). In the Southwest Hills generally,
2

City GIS zoning maps show the EP zone extending to the south edge of the Murray Street switchback; PWB has
used the city line work on its maps. However, the EP zone applies to the seasonal creek and, as indicated on
zoning map 3126, this zone is 100 feet wide “measured from the center of the drainage, with ½ distance on each
side.” Hence, the EP zone applies a 50-foot buffer to each side of the creek; since the creek terminus is 100 feet
south of Murray Street, the field determined EP zone boundary is 50 feet south of Murray Street.
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groundwater yields tend to be low until deeper formations such as the Troutdale Formation are
reached. Subsurface investigations conducted over the years at the reservoir site showed
groundwater at varying depths. The 2010 subsurface investigations measured groundwater at
depths from 17 feet to 123 feet. Earlier subsurface investigations and piezometers
measurements show groundwater depths varying from 31 feet to 87 feet. Drainage tunnels
installed as part of landslide stabilization efforts in the early 1900s remain active and will be
preserved as part of the proposed plan.
Seasonal Creek
As noted in the above discussion of habitats, a seasonal creek is located south of the project
site. The creek terminates in a catch basin located approximately 100 feet south of the Murray
Street switchback discharging to the Tanner storm water pipeline near SW Jefferson Road.

1-3

Alternatives Analysis

PWB places a high value on stewardship of the natural environment. These values are reflected
in the PWB’s Vision, Mission & Values Statement and its Sustainability Vision Statement. For
this project, PWB has taken proactive steps to reduce and in many cases eliminate impacts to
significant natural resources. These impact avoidance measures were integrated in the
location, design and construction of the reservoir improvements.
One important step was the selection of the general contractor early in the process. PWB hired
a construction management/general contractor (CM/GC) to work with the design team to
evaluate construction options and identify opportunities to reduce potential impacts to natural
resources, park users, and neighbors. The CM/GC was selected, in part, based on its record of
environmental sensitivity and effective construction management. Impact avoidance strategies
developed with the assistance of the CM/GC include:
•

Design of a carefully sequenced construction plan, making efficient use of limited space
at the site (e.g., allowing Reservoir 4 to double as a temporary staging area – staging
that had been planned within the East Knoll resource area).

•

Possible use of a truck turntable on Murray Street by Dam 3 to avoid the need for wider
roads and disturbance in the adjacent environmental zone.

•

Use of a conveyor between Reservoirs 3 and 4 to reduce impacts to local neighborhoods
and the environment by eliminating 15,000 truck trips that were otherwise required.

•

Use of acceptable excavated material as fill material to minimize hauling off-site.

•

Requiring that CM/GC implement a Construction Waste Management Program to reuse,
recycle, and salvage as much construction waste as possible.

Another key step was the design team’s focus, with support from the Historic Landmark
Commission (HLC) and Community Sounding Board (CSB), on preserving, rehabilitating, and
reusing existing structures and developed areas at the site. As described below, for example, all
environmental zone resource areas at the East Knoll and the South Slope are avoided. At the
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West Slope, work in the resource area is necessary to meet a key project objective: landslide
mitigation. 3 The hill slope excavated in 1894 will be restored (with fill) to a profile closer to its
pre-construction profile to mitigate the landslide. This area includes previously disturbed land
that is currently within the EC zone, and as described below, significant detrimental resource
impacts can be and are minimized.
Following is a review of practicable development alternatives considered for each of these
three areas: the East Knoll, the South Slope and the West Slope.
East Knoll
There are several types of work that may overlap within the East Knoll conservation zone area
including:
•

Sherwood Field Bypass

•

Pump Station 3 Upgrades

•

Construction Staging

These work elements are reviewed below and shown in Figure 7.
E-1 – Whole area
E-2 – Low-lying area
Environmental (EC) Zone

Pump Station 3 Upgrades

Murray St
E-3 - Transition Area Staging
Sherwood Field Bypass Pipeline
Chlorination Bldg
Madison Ct
Gate House 4
Figure 7. East Knoll Alternatives

N

3

This project driver is documented in Part 1 of the application. In short, without the planned mitigation fill, the
landslide will continue to move and cause damage to the existing reservoir structures requiring periodic and
significant maintenance. The new reservoir is isolated from the landslide to minimize impacts on the critical
infrastructure.
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Sherwood Field Bypass. One 8-inch pipeline, valve, and vault (Sherwood Field Bypass) needs
to be installed below-grade in Jefferson Road. A small part of this road where the work is
planned is within the transition area (Figure 7). This work is exempt under PZC 33.430.080.D4
and meets transition area standards; therefore, analysis of alternatives is not needed.
Pump Station 3 Upgrades. The Washington Park Reservoirs Project requires critical
infrastructure upgrades at Pump Station 3. On the south side of Pump Station 3, these
upgrades include replacement of electrical utilities and replacement of an existing generator.
The replacement of the existing utilities and generator will be within the fenced area of the
existing generator and have no impact to trees or other natural resources. Since the existing
generator straddles the environmental zone boundary, some work in the transition area is
anticipated. All work in the transition area meets transition area standards, and no alternatives
analysis is needed.
Construction Staging. The Washington Park Reservoirs site has limited available staging area
for construction staging. Because of this, the open and accessible east knoll area was originally
planned for staging and construction trailer storage. In the initial alternative, Alternative E-1
(East 1), the entire area would be used for staging, with the knoll planned for excavation to
provide a level area for trailers and material storage. This alternative involves major earthwork,
disturbance to 24,848 sq. ft. of EC zone area, and removal of 18 trees. Clearing and leveling the
site for Alternative E-1 would degrade open space and scenic values by removing the area’s
natural vegetation and the topographic relief created by the knoll. Since the area is not used by
or planned for use by the public, no recreational impacts would be anticipated. From a wildlife
habitat and forest resource perspective, Alternative E-1 would eliminate – at least on a
temporary basis – all habitat and forest resources and functions of the area through vegetation
clearing and site grading. There is no significant impact to groundwater recharge functions
anticipated with this alternative (e.g., no paving or permanent change to impervious surfaces).
No seasonal creeks are located in the East Knoll area.
Recognizing that Alternative E-1 would completely denude a City resource area, PWB and the
CM/GC evaluated the potential for additional staging options. One such option, Alternative E-2,
involves leaving the elevated knoll intact but clearing and leveling the remaining 14,305 sq. ft.
of the EC area to provide staging area for construction trailers.
Alternative E-2 would have fewer wildlife habitat impacts than Alternative E-1 but about a third
of an acre of vegetation, including nine trees, would be removed for construction. No
significant open space and scenic values would be impacted since the area’s prominent
vegetated knoll would remain undisturbed (temporary disturbance would be limited to the less
visible, low-lying area). Like Alternative E-1, no recreational, groundwater recharge, or seasonal
creek impacts are anticipated.
Another approach evaluated is the temporary use of the Reservoir 4 basin for staging until the
later phase of construction (i.e., construction of the lower reflecting pool, stormwater/habitat
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area, and other surface improvements in the area). This approach allows the East Knoll area
staging to be relocated outside the environmental resource area.
In Alternative E-3, all proposed staging is removed from the EC resource area at the East Knoll.
Disturbance would be contained within the transition area and outside the EC zone. The
transition area (8,040 sq. ft.) is previously disturbed land that contains not trees and includes
part of paved Jefferson Road. There are no significant impacts to forest, habitat, or other
identified resources. All proposed work meets transition area development standards. This
area would be restored to its pre-existing condition following construction.
Based on the above alternative analysis, Alternative E-3 has the least impact and is the
preferred alternative for the East Knoll area.
South Slope
There are a few types of work that overlap within the South Slope EC zone area including:
•

Security Camera Replacement

•

Walkway and Wall Reconstruction

•

Stormwater Pipeline Reconstruction

These work elements are shown in Figure 8.
Security Camera Replacement. One security camera and pole located on the south slope
near Dam 4 needs to be replaced in kind. This work is exempt from environmental zone
requirements under PZC 33.430.080.C.1.
Walkway/Wall Reconstruction. Construction work anticipated within the EC zone in this area
includes replacing the concrete walkway (promenade) and associated retaining wall that is
deteriorating along the south side of Reservoir 4. The existing sidewalk and retaining wall need
to be completely replaced. The replacement sidewalk and retaining wall will be concrete
complementing the existing concrete work onsite. While this replacement work is exempt
under PZC 33.430.080.C.1, some minor excavation work on the slope above the retaining wall
would be needed to replace the retaining wall. A cluster of eight small (6-inch to 8-inch) trees
may be impacted by construction. All work would be kept within the transition area.
Stormwater Pipeline Reconstruction. Construction work anticipated within the
environmental zone in this area includes replacing an existing 18-inch terra cotta stormwater
pipeline and appurtenances that run along the south side of the above walkway. This work will
have an impact on trees; the extent of the impact depends on the chosen alternative.
Alternative S-1 (South 1) involves a 24,960 sq. ft. disturbance area that extends up the south
slope to approximately the location of the existing fence line (Figure 8). This disturbance area
would provide work area to open-cut and replace an existing stormwater drain pipeline with a
new pipeline. Alternative S-1 would require potential removal of 32 trees on the south slope.
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S-3
Security Camera Replacement
S-2
Walkway and Wall
Reconstruction
(orange line)

S-1

Stormwater
Pipeline
Reconstruction
(green line)

N
South Slope Area Boundary

Figure 8. South Slope Alternatives

Open space and scenic values would be reduced as a result of tree clearing. The clearing of
forest canopy and understory vegetation would degrade forest and habitat functions, and
reduce the buffer between the developed areas of the site and the park’s contiguous forest
habitat to the south. No significant recreation, groundwater or seasonal creek impacts are
anticipated.
Alternative S-2 involves a scaled back disturbance limit that reflects the Design Team’s efforts to
reduce construction impact of replacing the existing stormwater pipeline by using the
construction technique of pipe bursting. Alternative S-2 involves an 18,375 sq. ft. disturbance
area, and potential impacts to 17 trees. The loss of trees and other vegetation would result in a
modest reduction in open space, scenic, forest and habitat functions, but overall impacts are
lower than in Alternative S-1. No significant recreational, groundwater or seasonal creek
impacts are anticipated.
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Alternative S-3 involves an additional reduction of work limit that reflects the CM/GC’s input (fall
2014) that the existing stormwater pipeline maybe rehabilitated using the construction
technique of pipe slip-lining. According to the project arborist, Alternative S-3 would reduce the
disturbance area sufficiently to ensure that the large south slope trees and their root zones
could be protected. A cluster of eight young (6-inch to 8-inch) trees may potentially be
impacted. The work area is located entirely within the transition area, which covers
approximately 10,700 sq. ft. There are no significant impacts to forest and habitat resources.
This alternative protects the contiguous forested habitat that extends south of the site. There
are no anticipated impacts to open space, scenic, recreational, creek, or groundwater
resources.
Based on the above alternative analysis, Alternative S-3 has the least impact and is the
preferred alternative for the South Slope area.
West Slope
There are several types of work that may overlap within the West Slope conservation zone area
including:
•

Landslide mitigation fill

•

Murray Street replacement

•

Stormwater utility pipelines

•

Perimeter fence relocation

•

Temporary construction conveyor

These work elements are shown in Figure 9.
Landslide Mitigation Fill. To address one of the key project drivers – to mitigate the existing
active landslide – PWB and geotechnical engineers concluded that a major part of the hillside
excavated during Reservoir 4 construction needed to be restored (filled) to mitigate the historic
landslide. Two main alternatives were deemed practicable:
1) Alternative W-1 - Filling from the toe of the landslide to Sherwood Boulevard
2) Alternative W-2 - Filling from the toe of the landslide to Murray Street.
In each of the alternatives, fill would be placed from the toe of the landslide located within the
existing Reservoir 4 and up the west slope to mitigate the landslide. In Alternative W-1 (West
1), fill would extend up the entire slope to Sherwood Boulevard, as shown in Figure 9. Placing
the buttress fill all the way up to Sherwood Boulevard is a nominal improvement over placing
the fill up to Murray St. This alternative would require approximately 225,000 cubic yards of
fill, covering 3.8 acres of environmentally zoned land. Alternative W-1 would require the
clearing of 127 native trees on the hillside in preparation for the fill. Clearing all existing
vegetation and filling west to Sherwood Boulevard would have dramatic impacts to forest and
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wildlife habitat resources. Most of the West Slope environmental zone described in Section 1-2
would be degraded: both the upper slope area with its dense conifer forest and the lower slope
area that is primarily managed grassland. This wholesale clearing of forest would have
detrimental effects on open space and scenic values. Tree clearing would remove the natural,
vegetated character of the hill slope. While it would open up scenic views along Sherwood
Boulevard, no City designated scenic resources would be impacted. This alternative would
increase recreational opportunities since the reconstructed section of Murray Street over the
new fill will be opened to public access. No significant impact to groundwater recharge
functions are anticipated with this alternative. No seasonal creeks are located in the west slope
area.

C-1
C-2
Fill Option W-2

Fill Option W-1

N
Figure 9. West Slope Alternatives

Alternative W-2 keeps all proposed fill to mitigate the landslide east of the upper section of
Murray Street, as shown in Figure 9. This alternative would require approximately 150,000
cubic yards of fill, covering two acres of EC zoned land (0.4 acre transition area and 1.6 acre of
resource area). This fill would be placed on the lower slope area that is disturbed land (i.e.,
managed grassland crisscrossed by paved Murray Street). The north end of this area contains a
grove of trees that would be impacted. Alternative W-2 grading would require removal of 17
trees (13 trees in the resource area and 4 trees in the transition area).
Clearing the proposed 17 trees would reduce forest values and wildlife cover and forage
habitat. These impacts are lessened by the disturbed condition of the area and the surrounding
development (e.g., Murray Street, Pump Station 1). Both forest and habitat resources would be
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restored and mitigated with extensive new native plantings following construction. No
significant impacts to open space and scenic resources in the EC zone are anticipated. The
proposed condition of the area would be similar to the existing, with restored vegetation and a
replaced driveway. Alternative W-2 will increase recreational opportunities since the site
would be opened to public access (see Murray Street Replacement discussion, below). There
would be no significant impact to groundwater recharge functions and no seasonal creeks are
located in the proposed fill area.
Based on the above alternative analysis, Alternative W-2 has fewer significant impacts on
resources and functions than the much larger fill and clearing proposed under Alternative W-1.
Alternative W-2 is the preferred alternative.
Murray Street Replacement. The proposed Murray Street replacement involves the
reconstruction of the existing driveway on top of the planned fill. In the preferred Alternative
W-2 (above), the western (upper) leg of Murray Street would be rebuilt at its existing grade and
the lower section to the east rebuilt at a higher elevation. The driveway width will be similar,
but the eastern leg of Murray would be realigned further east as the drive travels over the fill,
shortening the impact in the EC zone by approximately 340 lineal feet.
Murray Street is an essential driveway providing PWB maintenance service access between the
upper and lower levels of the reservoir site. The eastern leg of the drive is designed to follow
the contours of the new fill beneath it, and will have no new impacts. Keeping the western leg
of the driveway (south to the switchback) at its current location and grade was determined to be
important to minimize impacts to established trees bordering the drive.
In proposed Alternative M-1, 15 trees along the edge of the drive would be removed to provide
work area for reconstruction. These trees are well established and removing them would
degrade forest and habitat resources along this edge. However, recreational opportunities will
increase, since the reconstructed section of Murray Street will be opened to public access. No
significant impacts to other resources are anticipated.
After careful review by the project arborist and CM/GC, Alternative M-2 was developed as an
option that might reduce the tree removal needed under Alternative M-1. In M-2, tree
protection measures recommended by the arborist would be established around existing trees
adjacent to the existing drive and concrete drainage ditch. The disturbance area would
generally be 10 feet west of the centerline of the ditch. Though tree-protection measures
would be applied in this 10 foot area, the arborist determined that some construction damage
or tree loss may be unavoidable. The arborist believes that three trees will need removal, but
the remaining 18 trees (from Alternative M-1) could be saved. Alternative M-2 proposes to
protect these trees according to the arborist’s recommendations but also mitigate them in the
event they do not survive the construction process.
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As noted, the mapped EP zone 4 is located right at the edge of the existing Murray Street. The
design team identified an opportunity to reduce impacts near the EP zone. Since the driveway
and associated roadside ditch need to be replaced anyway at this location, the design team
proposed a realigned curve with a wider radius, allowing the reconstructed drive to be moved
north of the existing drive, away from the EP zone. 5
In summary, Alternative M-2 proposes to remove three trees and protect but mitigate 18 trees
on the west side of Murray Street. These trees are shown on the Tree Removal Plan (Appendix
E) and denoted with an “M” on Series 4.2 sheets in the Design Proposal Drawings (Appendix B).
Alternative M-2 would reduce the need for tree removal, thereby reducing potential impacts to
forest and habitat functions. Additional habitat enhancement would result from realigning the
existing driveway away from the EP zone and through planned invasive species management.
The restored public access to the site and to Murray Street will increase recreational
opportunities. No significant impacts to other resources are anticipated.
Stormwater Utility Pipelines. The existing Murray Street stormwater ditch will be replaced
when Murray Street is replaced. The existing stormwater ditch collects drainage from the
hillside and from Murray Street. It follows along the west side of Murray Street from Sherwood
Boulevard entrance to the southern switchback then enters an inlet and is discharged offsite.
From the switchback, the existing stormwater ditch on the west side of Murray Street continues
to an inlet south of Pump Station 1 and is then discharged offsite. Two alternatives were
reviewed to replace this existing system.
Alternative WS-1 would be a combination of reconstructing the existing stormwater ditch along
Murray Street from Sherwood to the switchback, and constructing a new ditch from there to
Pump Station 1 over the new fill area. Alternative WS-1 was discussed with BES and deemed
unacceptable due to the requirements of treating stormwater from Murray Street. In other
words, the proposed replacement stormwater ditch could be used to collect drainage from the
hillside, but Murray Street stormwater would need treatment before it could be discharged.
Since it could not meet stormwater standards, Alternative WS-1 was determined not to be
practicable.
Alternative WS-2 meets BES requirements by separating natural hillside stormwater drainage
from road runoff. New piping in Murray Street would collect stormwater for treatment,
detention, and flow control in the lowland habitat area. A reconstructed ditch would continue
to carry clean hillside runoff in the same manner, along the west side of Murray Street from
Sherwood Boulevard entrance to the southern switchback hairpin curve where in enters the
existing storm pipe system..

4

As noted previously, the adopted EP zone is field determined and is centered on the seasonal creek south of site,
extending 50 feet to each side of the creek. The creek terminus is about 100 feet south of Murray Street, so the
mapped EP zone boundary is much closer to Murray Street than the actual zone boundary.
5
Notwithstanding the mapping discrepancy noted above, to the extent that the road and roadside ditch may be in
the mapped EP zone, repair and replacement of the existing road and ditch are exempt under 33.430.080.C.1.
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Two sections (an upper and lower section) of stormwater pipelines pass through the west slope
environmental zone, as shown of Figure 9. The upper pipe section conveys Murray Street
stormwater, Upper Reflecting Pool overflow and stormwater down the slope by Pump Station 1
and into to the grassy swale/lowland habitat area for treatment, detention, and flow control.
The pipe runs beneath upper Murray Street then turns east at Dam 3, descending the slope to
Pump Station 1 where it crosses a 50 foot section of the EC transition area. The pipe may
require the removal of two trees in the transition area. These trees that would be removed and
mitigated for under construction conveyor Alternative C-2, described below.
The lower pipe section collects lower Murray Street stormwater and hillside stormwater
drainage and conveys it to the grassy swale/lowland habitat area. This lower section runs
beneath the reconstructed Murray Street except for a short section just north of the switchback
where it crosses through new landslide mitigation fill, avoiding disturbance near the EP zone to
the south. The disturbance area would be otherwise kept within the Murray Street
replacement corridor, with no tree or other impacts.
Alternative WS-2 is the preferred alternative satisfying BES stormwater requirements and
minimizing impacts to west slope resources.
Perimeter Fence Relocation. An approximately 95 foot section of the existing site perimeter
fence along Sherwood Boulevard will be replaced in a location lower on the slope to open up
the historic Olmsted View. One purpose of this improvement is to enhance the scenic values of
the site by restoring a historic view of the City identified by John Charles Olmsted in 1903 (see
application, Section 1-1.2). No trees will be impacted by this proposal. The new fence
alignment will be kept out of the EC resource area: it will remain outside the EC zone except for
a small section within the transition area. The fence meets applicable transition area
standards. Therefore, no further review or alternatives analysis is needed.
Temporary Construction Conveyor. A temporary, two-way construction conveyor is
proposed to bring materials between the upper and lower reservoir work areas. The goal of the
conveyor is to dramatically reduce construction impacts to local neighborhoods and the
environment by eliminating the need for approximately 15,000 truck trips to and from the
Reservoir 3 construction site. To meet construction objectives, the conveyor needs to supply
and receive materials from the area at the west end of Dam 3 to Reservoir 4.
The conveyor alignment is still under review and may not be known until 2016 when the
conveyor contractor is selected. However, the two alignment options under consideration have
been designed to minimize impacts within the EC zone. One alignment runs west of Pump
Station 1 and Dam 3. The other alignment follows Murray Street, crosses the existing grassy
slope, and ends at south section of the proposed lowland habitat area. Both alignments would
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be served by trucks at the west end of Dam 3, where a temporary truck turnaround would be
installed. 6
In the first alignment option, Alternative C-1, the lower end on the conveyor is positioned west
of Pump Station 1. Installation, operation and maintenance of the conveyor may require up to
16 trees in the vicinity of the conveyor to be removed. Working with the CM/GC, a refinement
of the C-1 was developed that could reduce impacts. Depending on what foundation system
may be required, impacts could potentially be reduced to removal of 11 trees and a disturbance
area of 4,000 sq. ft. within the transition area. Construction fencing would be established along
the boundary of the area west of the conveyor, east of Murray Street and north of the limits of
grading/clearing to the south. To accommodate installation and operation of the conveyor, up
to five additional trees on the slope west of the conveyor may need to be removed. These
trees are proposed to be protected and mitigated per the project arborist’s recommendations.
In the Murray Street alignment, Alternative C-2, the conveyor would follow the east edge of
Murray Street and then cross the existing grassy slope before reaching the lower work area.
This alignment would have a disturbance area of approximately 5,500 sq. ft. Depending on
installation and operations requirements to be determined by the contractor, potential impacts
to trees are minimal with this alignment. Hence, while C-2 is in the EC resource area and may
have a greater disturbance area, it may also have lower forest/habitat impact. From an impact
evaluation standpoint, both proposed options have similar, generally modest resource impacts.
PWB requests the flexibility to select one or the other of these alternatives once a conveyor
contractor has fully evaluated the practicability of both options.
Summary
Table 1 summarizes the comparative impacts of alternatives.

1-3

Preferred Alternative

After a detailed review of alternatives that included on-site surveys by PWB, the project
arborist, the CM/GC and the design team, PWB identified a combination of alternatives that
minimizes resource impacts while still meeting project objectives. The alternatives are
summarized in Table 1. The preferred alternative is the combination of Alternatives E-3, S-3,
W-2, M-2, WS-2 and C-1/C-2.
At the East Knoll and the South Slope, the preferred alternatives avoid all environmental zone
resource areas. Work within the 25 feet transition area is temporary involving construction
staging (East Knoll), retaining wall/walkway reconstruction (South Slope), and stormwater pipe
reconstruction (South Slope). All work in these resource areas meets transition area standards.

6

The temporary turnaround would be constructed at the north edge of the EC zone area, and one small (6”) tree
in the transition area would be saved and mitigated.
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At the West Slope, fill in the resource area is necessary to meet a key project drivers: landslide
mitigation. PWB will re-establish grades similar to existing prior to reservoir construction. In
the preferred Alternative W-2, the forest habitat west of Murray Street is avoided and the
construction work will occur within previously graded and disturbed areas. Murray Street
replacement and stormwater treatment will follow the existing drive or be located within the
proposed fill area. A temporary construction conveyor must pass through the environmental
zone, but the final alignment is dependent on the requirements of the future contractor. Two
alternative alignments have been identified that minimize resource impacts.
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Table 1. Comparative Impacts of Alternatives
Alternatives*
Eastern Knoll
E-1

Disturbance in
resource area

Disturbance in
transition area

Existing
disturbance

Native trees
removed

Relative forest and habitat
impacts

16,809 sq. ft.

8,039 sq. ft.

14,305 sq. ft.

18 trees

Site leveling, full resource
degradation

E-2

6,266 sq. ft.

8,039 sq. ft.

14,305 sq. ft.

9 trees

Clearing and grading
impacts to lowland area

E-3

None

8,039 sq. ft.

8,039 sq. ft.

None

Staging in transition area.

S-1

14,260 sq. ft.

10,700 sq. ft.

3,500 sq. ft.

32 trees

Open cut excavation

S-2

7,675 sq. ft.

10,700 sq. ft.

3,500 sq. ft.

17 trees

Pipe busting

S-3

None

10,700 sq. ft.

3,500 sq. ft.

8 trees (6”-8”)

Slip-lined pipe

W-1

3.4 acres

0.4 acre

1.6 acres

127 trees

Fill to Sherwood Blvd.

W-2

1.2 acres

0.4 acre

1.6 acres

17 trees

Fill to Murray St.

M-1

10,800 sq. ft.

500 sq. ft.

11,300 sq. ft.

15 trees

M-2

10,800 sq. ft.
(10,000 sq. ft.in
W-2)
3,200 sq. ft.
(3,050 sq. ft.in
W-2)
Potentially none

500 sq. ft
(200 sq. ft.in
W-2)
210 sq. ft.

11,300 sq. ft.

3 trees (18 trees
protected/mitigated)

3,210 sq. ft.

2 trees (included in
C-2)

Trees cleared along Murray
St.
Tree protection fencing
applied along Murray St
per project arborist.
Murray St. stormwater
pipes

4,000 sq. ft.

4,000 sq. ft.

11 trees (5
protected/mitigated)
TBD (potentially low)

South Slope

West Slope

WS-2 (WS-1 not
practicable)
C-1

Conveyor (temporary
disturbance)
C-2
5,000 sq. ft.
500 sq. ft.
5,500 sq. ft.
Conveyor (temporary
disturbance)
* Shaded areas are preferred alternatives. Selection of C-1 or C-2 will depend on conveyor contractor specifications.
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A total of 1.33 acres of disturbance is proposed within the resource area, and 0.9 acres in the
transition area. A total of up to 41 trees are proposed for removal. PWB has also identified 17
trees to be protected but mitigated.
To support implementation of the preferred alternatives, PWB developed a Construction
Management Plan (Appendix D) to control and manage construction activities to protect
adjacent undisturbed natural resources. This plan uses best management practices employed to
minimize impacts during construction including:
•

Tree protection fencing

•

Construction fencing delineating the limits of work/disturbance

•

Clearly identified construction access and circulation areas

•

Construction staging and stockpiling located outside of environmental resource areas

•

Techniques to reduce construction-related erosion and stormwater run-off

Table 1 in the Mitigation Plan (Appendix F) summarizes key features of the preferred
alternatives, including the work schedule, temporary/permanent impacts to resources, impacts
to resource functional values, and site restoration measures designed to mitigate these impacts.

1-5

Summary

The Washington Park Reservoir site is situated in a largely disturbed landscape dating back to
the reservoir construction of 1894. Most of the developed part of the reservoir site is outside
the environmental zones, which border the area to the west, south and southeast. The proposal
concentrates site redevelopment in these developed areas to the greatest extent possible.
Special care during project design development has limited impacts within environmental areas
and on surrounding forest and semi-natural areas of Washington Park.
PWB is committed to protecting the natural resources at the Washington Park Reservoir site.
PWB took early steps to identify ways to limit design and construction impacts in environmental
resource areas. These impact avoidance measures were integrated in the location, design and
construction of the reservoir improvements. All of the major features of the project, including
the new underground drinking water reservoir, reservoir drainage and overflow, stormwater
treatment, reflecting pools, and historic preservation and rehabilitation work are located outside
the environmental zones. All construction staging and stockpiling is kept outside resource areas.
For work within these zones, PWB has evaluated alternatives and selected preferred alternatives
that avoid most resource areas and, where unavoidable, construction impacts will occur in an
area previously disturbed. Extensive native plantings coupled with invasive species removal will
substantially mitigate and enhance overall forest health and habitat conditions, as described in
the Mitigation Plan (Appendix F). Recreational values will improve as the site is opened for
public access with its improved Murray Street walkway and service drive. Scenic values will also
improve with a new Olmsted viewpoint and numerous new vistas within the site that will
become open to the public.
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